
Chanda Rule
"Her powerful voice is characterized by superb diction...heartfelt intonation...and often aching beauty." 
RAUL D'GAMA ROSE, ALL ABOUT JAZZ 

"Rising up from the overcrowded and often clichéd vocal scene in jazz, Chanda Rule is truly a breath that, once taken in,
could sustain your life." 
CICILY JANUS, THE NEW FACE OF JAZZ, BILLBOARD BOOKS 

"I could listen to this lady all day..." 
GEORGE W. HARRIS, JAZZ WEEKLY 

“A modern Chicago gal living in Austria reaches back into some emotional roots to serve up a set of civil rights jazz vocals
that remains defiant and powerful as well as being solidly appropriate for the times. As updated yet as traditional as Bernie
Sanders new messages, this music shows the resilience of the human spirit and desire to break free. Hot stuff for ears on the
edge that want some real (and tasty) meat on their musical bones.” 
CHRIS SPECTOR, THE MIDWEST RECORD 

"...American jazz singer Chanda Rule, the talented and very demanding performer with a magnificent bewitching voice, will
perform. The pure and magnificent voice of Rule takes up the listener with its quality, which is quite rare on today’s music
stage." 
LUDMILA NIKITINA - THE BALTIC TIMES 

“Chanda Rule knows how to engage an audience emotionally. Her song Seeds, seeing Billie Holiday's Strange Fruit through
the double prism of the Black Lives Matter movement and of the imperative to give her young son a sense of optimism, is a
delight.” 
SEBASTIAN SCOTNEY - LONDON JAZZ 

"Chanda Rule auf den Spuren der großen Jazz-Stars" 
HAUN - OÖN 

“Expressive vocals, cool arrangements and beautiful musicianship make this an extraordinary album….She [Chanda Rule]
and her band are the real deal!” 
BLUES BLAST MAGAZINE
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